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Abstract
The hypothesis of this article is that the authentic and auratic exhibited objects in
museums enter into a dialogue with surrounding paratexts. The paratexts anchor and
change the meaning of the exhibited object in the museum context. Recent years have
indicated a tendency for museum paratexts to grow increasingly allographic, i.e., visitors
generate them both in situ and online as a part of Web 2.0 participation. The verification
and documentation of this hypothesis are partly empirical, partly historical. The empirical

research consists of an examination of the exhibition and display technologies used today
in three different museums and galleries: the Bode Museum in Berlin, the Victoria and
Albert Museum and Dr. Johnson's House in London.
The historical verification and documentation in this article describe four steps in the
development of exhibition technologies: the Boydell Shakespeare Gallery (1789-1805), the
post-photographic museum (the 1850s), audio guides, as well as a special focus on how
museum paratexts have become independent today in its digital and participatory form. In
this way, the article sketches the historical development of curating towards the digital and
paratextual participation of visitors and audience. Here the argumentation is based on how
the displayed object creates signification in its position between its autonomy and its
contexts. The following display technologies are described and analysed: stipple engraving,
photography, the audio guide, and the interactive, digital Anota pen and its Internet server.
In conclusion, the article asks where the place of signification or meaning of the exhibited
object has moved to in the face of the increased degree of visitor participation. The
tentative answer is that the signification generating process has moved away from the
historical context of the object and towards the contemporary world of the visitor. The
article connects this change in cultural discourse with Karin Sander's archaeological
imagination and in a wider sense with the concept of negotiation from new historicism.
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